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Project OMEN (Operational Mastery of the Information Environment) is a training game developed
to educate players in social media analytics. This serious and scalable game uses a train-as-you-fight
framework where players face a realistic scenario based on real events. The data, while “semisynthetic”, has a volume and speed that matches the real world, giving players the opportunity to use
tools and workflows that they would use if they were on the job. The players progress through several
gaming levels, first learning the basics and eventually building up to more complicated concepts and
skills such as distinguishing various types of information maneuvers and developing strategies to
minimize hostile information attacks.
This tutorial will be structured in two main sections:

1. Overview - The overview slides go over the background information related to the project
and discuss the game design. Elements of the game design include the storyline, data, and
scoring system developed for the game.
2. Demo of the Canonical Student - This section will demo going through the game as the
“canonical student” (the ideal student path through the game). The presenters will be
showing different types of analysis in both Scraawl and ORA. Participants can get the data
and follow along on their own machines if they wish.

Expected Audience

There is a wide range of individuals who may be interested in this tutorial. We expect some
graduate students and government or private sector employees ranging from the beginner to
intermediate level of social media analytics. The game is designed to help improve ORA skills. Prior
knowledge of ORA would be helpful. However, non-technical decision-makers may still be
interested in attending to learn more about the game rather than follow along on ORA.
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